
I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2790-So, of course, he needed to vent.

If he did not have the powerful body of a Heavenly Overlord, not even a speck

of him would remain.

Lu an seemed as if he was going to win.

He was not bothered by David when he did not have any clones.

It would be the same even if he had the Evil-Splitting Sword.

Since there were no clones between them, Lucian managed to get very close.

Suddenly, a gure appeared in front of Lu an, blocking his way.

Lu an was stunned for a moment. Then he smiled when he saw there was only

one clone.

So, he decided to run straight into him.

He was not bothered by a single clone.

Even if the clone self-destructed, it would only aggravate his injuries, and he

would not die.

If he did not die, then David would be the one who would.

However, David’s clone did not self-destruct this time. Instead, it rushed toward

Lu an.

When the two sides were about to come into contact, a hammer with a blue halo

appeared in the clone’s hand.

Then it hit Lu an with all his strength.

It was no ordinary hammer, but the God of Thunder Hammer that David bought

from the auction in Star Kingdom.

It was also one of the top three Ancient Weapons required for the ultimate

evolution of the system.

Since the system was calling it an Ancient Weapon, its power certainly could not

be underestimated.

David had not used the God of Thunder Hammer since he got it.

The main reason was that he had never encountered a strong enemy.

Now that he had encountered the strongest enemy in his life, David would use

all of his means to deal with him.

The God of Thunder Hammer came in handy at this moment.

Crash!

A loud sound.

With Lu an and the clone going against each other, one could imagine the force

of their collision.

When Lu an’s extremely con dent Heavenly Overlord body collided with the

hammer, he thought he could knock it away.

However, the result was unexpected.

Lu an felt a huge force on his body, and he was sent ying backward.

At that moment, his brain buzzed and went blank.

“Pfft!”

The intense shock made Lu an spit out a mouthful of blood essence.

One must know that he had endured dozens of clones self- destructing around

him without ever vomiting blood.

However, he was vomiting blood after the collision just now.

The two sides collided violently.

Lu an kept retreating after being hit.

Then the clone holding the Hammer disappeared immediately.

The partial Heavenly Overlord clone could not withstand such a massive impact

force.

The Hammer also ew back and returned to the hands of David’s main form.

After a while, Lu an nally came to his senses.

He was next to David, but now, there was a distance between them again.

Wanting to catch David had become a luxury again.

After this collision, his injuries worsened again. Lu an was instantly lled with

grief and anger, causing him to roar on the inside.

‘Why?

‘Why is this happening?

‘Why am I being suppressed by a partial Heavenly Overlord even though I have

become a Heavenly Overlord?’

However, it was not over yet.

A golden light ashed and penetrated Lu an’s body again.
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